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make my way out of the £)C Canyon. y mouth became so dry that there was not

even a drop of saliva. My glasses got dust on them and I could not get a
with which to clean them.

drop of moisture to Lxi clean them with. I took a little sugar lump of sugar

and put it into my mouth. Without saliva it tasted like sand. I had to take my

P fingernails and scrape it off the side of the mouth to get rid of it. Three

passed before I was able to get t out to water, but I had no further fear

because I knew that God was leading and that God would bring me safely to my

destination.

Even though my many wilderness trips have given me a taste of something

somewhat similar to pioneeringt , the greatest pioneering it has been

a great joy to take part in one venture that was really on definitely

similar to the 4oneering that the Pilgrims did. This was the founding of

Faith Seminary. As a student I went to attended PS* which had for a

century stood foursquare for the teaching of the Bible. $ 1ring the previous

few decades seminary after seminary had capitulated to the sS demands of
M?
modernism. Princeton's own faculty was divided. All a claimed to be

true to the Word of God, but some ti*xi1 desired to fellowship with

modernists and allow them to give (bw? set forth(?) promulgate(?)

their teachings in the seminary itself. Others desired to stand
T?

foursquare and uncompromisingly for God's truth. In 1929 the GA* decided

to change the governing board of the seminary in such a way that the

modernists would gain control. Under these circum° the veteran professors,

Dr. RIYa°and Dr. JG4°, decided to lead a movement to start a new institution

that would stand for the Word of God apart from the pressures that they had

been experiencing at P°, and from the certain defeat iii that the then

constitution of the new Rxxf board of directors placed before them.

I joined this faculty and had great fellowship with these wonderful men of
Wo

God. A year and a half later Dr./X died. Seven and a half years later

Dr. M° died. Gradually, during the latter years, I xx saw the institutthon
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